New Prep On The Block - ArrowCards

Categories: Foraging, General Prepping, Hunting & Fishing, Self Defense, Tools & Gear, Urban Survival, Wilderness Survival

This is a handy prep to have in your bug out bag or "Altoid Tin" everyday carry. This card has 4 arrow heads, a scraper, saw blade, and knife blade cut into a credit card sized piece of steel. There are other designs available too.

These will be great to just snap of an arrow head, lasso it to a stick to get an instant spear / instant food killing machine. Alternately, strap it to a small piece of bamboo or stick for an improvised arrow for a bow. These can be bought in singles and placed in a dog tag also. To order yours you need to email the maker - ericag@equinoxcoronado.com To see more pictures and a great review click the link below
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